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Starting from a phase space conserving gyrokinetic formulation, a systematic derivation of parallel

momentum conservation uncovers a novel mechanism by which microturbulence may drive intrinsic

rotation. This mechanism, which appears in the gyrokinetic formulation through the parallel nonlinearity,

emerges due to charge separation induced by the polarization drift. The derivation and physical discussion

of this mechanism will be pursued throughout this Letter.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.103.205003 PACS numbers: 52.35.Ra, 52.30.Gz

Turbulent momentum transport is widely recognized as
a fundamental component in the description of numerous
physical systems including accretion disk formation, the
solar tachocline, galactic dynamics, and laboratory plas-
mas. The study of turbulent momentum transport in the
context of strongly magnetized plasmas has recently
emerged as a particularly interesting example. Recent ex-
perimental investigations have observed significant rates of
toroidal rotation in the absence of external momentum
sources [1–6]. The presence of this ‘‘spontaneous’’ or
‘‘intrinsic’’ toroidal rotation is inconsistent with the purely
diffusive transport of toroidal momentum and hence pro-
vides a strong experimental impetus for the identification
of nondiffusive components in the turbulent momentum
flux.

While neoclassical theory remains a viable candidate for
explaining specific manifestations of intrinsic rotation [7],
flow generation induced by turbulent stresses provides the
most natural candidate for many plasma regimes. From this
perspective, intrinsic rotation corresponds to a specific
manifestation of the more general phenomenon of mean
field generation by turbulent stresses. Familiar examples of
the turbulent generation of mean fields include the alpha
effect in magnetic dynamo theory [8], its 3D incompress-
ible fluid analogue, the anisotropic kinetic alpha effect [9],
flow generation due to the inverse cascade of energy in 2D
incompressible hydrodynamic turbulence [10,11], as well
as zonal flow generation in strongly magnetized plasmas
[12]. While these examples span a broad range of physical
phenomena, mean field theoretical methods have proven an
invaluable tool in their description. Indeed, as discussed in
Table I, a concise, but by no means superficial summary of
the current status of the theory of intrinsic rotation can be
elucidated via a mathematical analogy with the classic
mean field formulation of the alpha effect in magnetic
dynamo theory.

More explicitly, the first term in !EB (see Table I),
which we will refer to as a residual stress, has an ideal
form for driving toroidal rotation. A simple mean field

calculation of the residual stress component of !EB dem-
onstrates that this term is nonvanishing only when
h!Ek!E"i! hkkk"i ! 0 [13], where kk is the wave number
parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field, and " is the
coordinate associated with the shorter of the two periodic
directions of a torus. This constraint, often referred to as kk
symmetry breaking [14–16], can be understood graphically
by considering plots of the radial profiles of parallel flow
perturbations (computed in the fluid limit) and E" B flow
perturbations in a sheared slab geometry. From Fig. 1(c) it
is clear that in this context the kk symmetry breaking
constraint is equivalent to the requirement that the scalar
potential possess a component with odd parity about the
surface defined by x # r$ rm;n, where rm;n is defined as
m # nq%rm;n&, m and n are (respectively) the poloidal and
toroidal modes numbers, and q is the safety factor. E"B
shear [13] has been shown to break the even parity of the
scalar potential about the rational surface in the absence of
parallel flow, and hence induce a residual stress contribu-
tion to the momentum flux. Similarly, it has recently been
shown that the breaking of up-down symmetry of the
equilibrium magnetic topology is also capable of inducing
a residual stress term [17]. Our focus within this Letter is
on the identification of a novel mechanism which is ca-
pable of inducing a residual stress term in the absence of
both E"B shear and broken up-down symmetry of the
magnetic topology.
Within the context of gyrokinetics (see Ref. [18] for a

review), the presence of this additional nondiffusive con-
tribution to the turbulent momentum flux can be motivated
by considering the general structure of the gyrokinetic
equation. The first moment of the gyrokinetic equation is
given by
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c

B
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_Vk # $ qs
ms

b̂ (rJ0%#&!$:
(1b)

Here, the subscript s represents the species of particle, J0 is
a Bessel function of the first kind,

R
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p
, Pk )P

sms

R
d3 "vvkFs, and for simplicity we consider cylindri-

cal geometry. The second term on the left-hand side (lhs) of
this expression can be shown to induce momentum trans-
port via E"B convection of parallel momentum (note
that for simplicity we will not distinguish the parallel and
toroidal directions since B$ * B" in tokamak plasmas),
and has already been the subject of extensive study [13,19–
27]. The right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (1a) can be rewritten

fk # $
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Z
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"
: (2)

Here we emphasize that !Fs represents the distribution of
gyrocenters rather than particles. An expression linking the
gyrocenter distribution function to the scalar potential can
be approximated by [18,28]
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p
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the electron Debye length, we have taken the limit
k2?#

2
De , 1, and we have assumed k2?'

2
i < 1, so that terms

of order O%k4?'4
?& may be neglected. Thus, it is clear that

even in the limit of negligible Debye length, gyrocenter
quasineutrality is not satisfied. The violation of gyrocenter
quasineutrality is well known to follow from the polariza-
tion drift appearing in the theory as an effective polariza-
tion shielding in the gyrokinetic Poisson equation [Eq. (3)],
rather than explicitly appearing in the gyrocenter equations
of motion.

Because of the violation of gyrocenter quasineutrality,
Eq. (2) will in general be nonvanishing, and hence contrib-
ute to the evolution of parallel momentum. In order to
motivate the form that Eq. (2) is likely to take, it is useful
to briefly discuss a mathematical analogy with a dielectric
medium. In particular, Eq. (3) has an approximately analo-
gous form to the Poisson equation for a dielectric medium

[29]; i.e., the latter can be written as

(r2!$ # $4%
X

s

qs
Z

d3v!fs: (4)

For an electrostatic dielectric medium, fk can be written in
terms of the Maxwell stress tensor, i.e., fk # @)x;k=@x,
where )x;k ) (=%4%&ExEk, x is a radial variable, and we
are considering only radial fluxes. The approximately
analogous mathematical structure of the gyrokinetic
Poisson equation to Eq. (4) suggests that an analogue to
the Maxwell stress tensor is likely present within gyroki-
netics. The derivation and analysis of this contribution to
the turbulent momentum flux is pursued throughout the
remainder of this Letter.
In order to derive an expression for the evolution of

parallel momentum it is useful to separate the temporal
and perpendicular spatial scales into a set of ‘‘fast’’ varia-
bles associated with the rapidly varying microturbulence,
which we will denote by (x?, t), and a set of ‘‘slow’’
variables, typical of equilibrium profiles, denoted by
(X?, T), where these two sets of variables should be
regarded as independent [30]. This separation allows for
the decomposition of the perpendicular space and time

derivatives in the form: r? ! r%0&
? ' "r%1&

? , @=@t !
"@=@t' "2@=@T, with the parallel derivative ordered as
b̂ ( r! "b̂ ( r, where "! 'i=Ln and L

$1
n ) $d lnn0=dx.

Note that since functions of only the large scales are
assumed to be uniform along magnetic field lines, there
is no need to introduce an analogous decomposition in the
parallel direction. Similarly, the fluctuating fields are de-
scribed as follows:

!$ # "!$%1&%x; t;X?; T& ' "2!$%2&%x; t;X?; T& ' ( ( ( ;
Fs # F%0&

s %X?& ' "!F%1&
s %x; t;X?; T&

' "2!F%2&
s %x; t;X?; T& ' ( ( ( ;

where F%0&
s is taken to be a Maxwellian. Furthermore, we

may define a spatial and temporal average over the fast
scales such that h!c %x; t;X?; T&i # 0, but functions of
only slow variables are left unaltered, i.e., hc %X?; T&i #
c %X?; T&. Similarly, averages over the fast scales annihi-
late derivatives of fast variables (as well as derivatives
along magnetic field lines) but commute with slow deriva-

tives, i.e., hr%0&
? c i# hb̂ (rc i#0, but hr%1&

? c i # r%1&
? hc i.

TABLE I. Current status of mean field formulation of intrinsic rotation.

* effect Mean parallel rotation

Form of mean nonlinearity: " # h!v" !Bi !EB # mih
R
d3 "vvk!Fi!vri

Fluctuation equation: Induction equation linear in !B Gyrokinetic equation linear in !Fi

After linearization: "i + *ijB
%0&
j ' +ijk

@B%0&
i

@xk
' ( ( ( !EB + SEB ' Vcv

%0&
k $ ,$

@v%0&
k

@r
%*ij; S& ! 0 if: Velocity field lacks reflectional symmetry

about a suitable origin (x0 # $x)
Scalar potential lacks mirror symmetry

about r$ rm;n # 0 surface
Critical feedback loop: Toroidal field generates a poloidal

field component
Sheared E"B flow generates a parallel

flow component
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Utilizing the two-scale perturbative framework dis-
cussed above, Eq. (1a) can be simplified via an expansion
in ". Considering the second term on the lhs of Eq. (1a),
this term can be simplified as
!
r (
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s
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(5)

Thus, the lowest order surviving term enters at O%"3&, and
can be recognized as describing momentum transported by
E"B convection. Turning now to the rhs of Eq. (1a), to
third order, fk vanishes, such that the third order momen-
tum conservation theorem may be written

@h!Pki
@T

'r%1&
? (!%2&

EB # 0; (6)

where r%1&
? (!%2&

EB is defined by Eq. (5). Equation (6) nomi-
nally provides the lowest order nontrivial expression for
the evolution of parallel momentum. However, as dis-

cussed above, the residual stress component of !%2&
EB van-

ishes for hkkk"i # 0. This constraint can significantly
reduce the magnitude of the residual stress component of

!%2&
EB. More specifically, for k"'s & 1, hkk'sk"'si #

h%kk=k"&k2"'2
si! hkk=k"i, which in the presence of mean

E"B shear typically scales as hkk=k"i! x0=Ls +
As!

$1
ci v

0
E, where v

0
E is the mean E" B flow shear, L$1

s )
sgn%B"&%r=R&%1=jqj&%q0=q&, q ) rB$=%RB"&, and As is a
mode dependent parameter whose magnitude based on
simple models typically satisfies Ln=Ls < jAsj< Ls=Ln

(see Refs. [13,31], for example). The magnitude of the
radial electric field shear can be estimated by the diamag-
netic term in the radial force balance equation, i.e., v0

E +
vthi'i%1' -i&=L2

n where -i ) Ln=LTi
and L$1

Ti
)

$d lnTi=dx. Thus we may estimate the spectrally averaged
kk=k" by hkk=k"i + As%'i=Ln&2%1' -i&. Hence, while a
naive ordering would suggest kk=k" ! ", it is clear that
after averaging over the turbulence spectrum hkk=k"i! "2.
This simple analysis suggests that the contribution to the

residual stress emanating from !%2&
EB often appears one

order higher than would be naively anticipated. Thus, it
is necessary to extend the derivation to fourth order.

At fourth order, fk can be approximated as (see Ref. [31]
for details)
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where !E ) $r!$ and we have made the approximation

J%1&0 %#& + %1=4&'2
?%r

%1&
? ( r%0&

? 'r%0&
? ( r%1&

? &. Equation (7)
provides the relevant generalization of the electrostatic
Maxwell stress tensor to the gyrokinetic framework. The

presence of the first term in Eq. (7) is not surprising in light
of the close analogy of the gyrokinetic Poisson equation
with its counterpart in a dielectric medium, whereas the
second term allows for coupling to perpendicular pressure
fluctuations.
Equation (7) may be evaluated via linearization of the

gyrokinetic equation. Assuming perturbations of the

form -!$%x; t&;!Fs%x; t&. #
P

m;n-!$m;n%x&;!F%s&
m;n%x&."

exp-i%m"$ nz=R$!kt&., the linearized gyrokinetic
equation can be written

!F%s&
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$
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k
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&
$ qs
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vkkkF
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'

" J0%#&!$k%x&; (8)

where the plasma response function is given by gk #
%!k $ vkkk&$1, we have defined k" # m=r, kk #
%B"=rB&%m$ nq&, and to simplify the notation we no
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Contours of the scalar potential in the x-y
(radial-poloidal) plane for v0

E # v%0&
k # @v%0&

k =@r # 0. (b) Sketch

of the scalar potential. The solid lines correspond to lines of
maximum E"B flow velocity. Dark arrows indicate the direc-
tion of velocity perturbations due to the polarization drift.
Circles describe the direction of parallel flow perturbations.
Plots (c) and (d) describe radial eigenmodes at constant poloidal
angle.
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longer explicitly distinguish fast and slow derivatives.
Substituting Eq. (8) into (7), and expanding gk in the limit
vthikk=!k < 1, yields

f%4&k # i

4%

@

@x

(
(?

X

m;n

%
1$

!/
pi

!k

&!
@!$$k

@x
kk!$k

"

x

)
; (9)

where h( ( (ix )
R1
$1 dx%( ( (&, we have neglected additional

finite Larmor radius corrections, and only considered trans-
port in the radial direction. Before proceeding further it is
useful to note that in contrast to the residual stress contri-

bution arising from !%2&
EB, where hkkk"i ! 0 is required,

f%4&k requires h!Er!Eki! hkkkri ! 0. Within quasilinear

theory, the latter constraint can be seen to be satisfied via
general considerations of the linear drift wave eigenmode.
The radial wave number can be defined as kr%x& )
$i@=@r ln!$k%x&. Energy is required to propagate away
from the rational surface [32]. Since drift waves are back-
ward waves, the radial phase velocity !k=kr%x& must point
toward the rational surface. This constraint is manifested
by a ‘‘crescent’’ shape of the contours of the scalar poten-
tial in Fig. 1(a). The presence of this curved topology
can be easily seen to bend perturbations of !vPol in the

radial direction [see Fig. 1(b)]. Since inward !v%r&
Pol can be

seen to be correlated with positive !%nvk& [into the page in
Fig. 1(b)], and outward !v%r&

Pol correlates with negative
!%nvk&, net positive momentum is transported inward, for
this simple example.

In order to further simplify f%4&k , it is useful to utilize

the radial eigenmodes of the underlying modes, i.e.,
!$k%x& #

P
lalHl%

########
i&k

p
x& exp%$ i

2&kx
2&, where 'i&k )

%vthijk"j=!k&jLsj$1 and outgoing wave boundary condi-
tions have been utilized to select the sign of the effective
radial wave number kr%x& # &kx [32]. Substituting this
expression into Eq. (9) (only considering l # 0 modes),
yields
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where Re-&$k. # $Re-&k., !/
pi ) $%1' -i&!/

e=.,
!/

e ) k"'s%cs=Ln&, and . ) Te=Ti. Comparing the magni-
tude of Eq. (10) with the residual stress component of!EB

(see Ref. [13] for example), which we denote as SEB, yields

f%4&k
@SEB=@x

! .
Ln

Ls

%
.

1' -i

&%
!k

!/
e

&
2 !k

#!
; (11)

where we have approximated the radial electric field by
v0
E + vthi'i%1' -i&=L2

n, and assumed the radial extent of
the mode to be set by the points of strong ion Landau
damping (i.e., vthikk # !k). While Ln=Ls is typically

small, !k=#! is typically greater than one, so that neither
of these terms should be considered negligible a priori.
In this Letter, a novel mechanism for driving intrinsic

rotation has been derived. This mechanism, which arises
from the parallel nonlinearity within the gyrokinetic frame-
work, does not require mean E" B shear, and is thus
likely to be active in a wide range of plasma regimes.
The role of this polarization induced residual stress in the
developing theory of intrinsic rotation will be discussed in
a future publication.
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